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Abstract 

The dynamics of a rigid body with flexible attachments is studied. A general 
framework for problems of this type is established in the context of Poisson 
manifolds and reduction. A simple model for a rigid body with an attached linear 
extensible shear beam is worked out for iUustration. Second. the Energy-Casimir 
method for proving nonlinear stability is recalled and specific stability criteria 
for our model example are worked out. The Poisson structure and stability results 
take into account vibrations of the string. rotations of the rigid body, their coup
ling at the point of attachment. and centrifugal and Coriolis forces. 

1. IDtrodacdon 

Recently there has been renewed interest in Hamiltonian structures and their 
application to problems of stability. The main original work is due to ARNOLD 
[19668, b]. This has been revived and applied to a number of fluid and plasma 
probltms by HOLMES. MARSDEN. RAnu and WEINSTEIN [1984. 1985] and other 
authors cited by them. They coined the phrase "the Energy-Casimir method" 
for the basic procedure. These and related methods were applied to the control 
and stability of dual spin spacecraft by KlusHNAPIlASAD (1984). Here we put 
together a continuum model for flexible structures with the finite-dimensional 
rigid body model and use the general Hamiltonian methods to analyze nonlinear 
stability. 

The motivating physical situation is the stability of spacecraft with attached 
flexible antennas or solar panels. There is a substantial literature in the field of 
aerospace engineering which is devoted to problems concerning the control and 
stability of rigid spacecraft with flexible components. The papers by LIKINS 
(1974). KANE &. LEvlNSON (1980). MEIROVITCH &. J. N. JUANG [1974]. and the 
recent book of KANE, LIKINS &: LEVINSON (1983] should provide a useful sample. 
In those works. a variety of finite-dimensional approximations are used and rough 
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stability criteria are presented. There are many related problems studied in the 
literature such as the dynamics and buckling of rotating beams and rods; see. for 
example. AmMAN & NACHMAN [1980]. NACHMAN (1985) and references therein. 
However. a fUDdamental study of Hamiltonian structures and their application to 
the dynamics of rigid bodies with elastic attachments presents essentiaUy unexplored 
territory. Efforts in this direction may be found in MEIROVITCH [1974} and in 
BAILLJEUL & LEVI [1983. 1984). The purpose of this work is to continue such in
vestigations by including symmetry and reduction for Hamiltonian systems applied 
to question concerning stability of coupled rigid-elastic structures. We note that 
concrete stability criteria are useful in specific satellite design problems such as 
the Dynamics Explorer A carrying a plasma wave instrument (including a pair 
of 100 meter wire antennas). See HUBERT [1981], 

In this paper. we explicate the Hamiltonian structures needed and derive 
explicit stability criteria for a simple model. We have chosen a specific linear 
second order sbear beam (string-like) model for purposes of ilJustrating the me
thod; it is not intended to be realistic. However, the procedures used are general 
and can be adapted to situations of interest at band, In following papers we plan 
to discuss the effect of including damping and shllll use a nonlinear beam model 
of Kirchhoff-Love type but including shear and torsion (see REIssNER [1973. 1981]. 
ANTMAN [J974]. ANTMAN & KENNY [1981] and SIMO [1985J). We also plan to 
discuss a similar model for plates and shells. 

The contents of the paper are as follows. Section 2 gives some general results 
concerning the reduction of Poisson manifolds that are motivated by and needed 
in our example. Section 3 f;tudies the Hamiltonian structure of the example. 
Section 4 reviews the Energy-Casimir method and Section 5 applies it to get 
specific stability criteria for our example, 

2. GeaeraUdes on Poisson Structures 

We now derive some general formulas for Poisson structures on certain 
spaces. The idea as far as rigid bodies are concerned is to represent the ftexible 
structure in coordinates attached to the body. Doing so introduces Coriolis and 
centrifugal forces which must be taken into account in a systematic way. We do 
this using the general theory of reduction (MARSDEN It WElNSlElN [1974]). 
Reduction involves taking the quotient by a group action; this procedure can 
be viewed as the passage from the kinematic description of the bodies' motion 
relative to an inertial frame to the description relative to a non-inertial body 
frame. (In corresponding fluid and plasma problems it represents the passage 
from Lagrangian, or material, "coordinates" to Eulerian. or spatial. ··coordi. 
nates",) 

The material below assumes the reader js familiar with some general theory of 
Poisson manifolds. reduction aDd the Lie-Poisson bracket on duals of Lie algebras. 
Expositions of this theory may be found in MARsDBN A others [1983] and KJusH· 
NAPRASAD (1985). We remark in passing that a Dumber of the developments here 
parallel the development and applications of the theory of reduction for principal 
bundles (see MONTGOMERY. MARSDEN It RAnv (1984) and LEWIS, MAltsDEN. 
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MONTGOMERY" RAnu (1986D and the theory of Poisson reduction in general 
(MARSDEN &. RAnu [1985]). . 

We begin by recalling a few facts about Lie-Poisson brackets. Let G be a Lie 
group (finite dimensional in this paper). QS its Lie algebra and QS* the dual space. 
For a (smooth) function F: (Me -+R, define its functional derivative 3FISp: 
Qle -+ QJ by 

(2.1) 

where DF(P) is the (Frechet) derivative of F, 8p E (Me, SF/8p stands for 8FI8p 
evaluated at p E (Me and (, ) is the pairing between (M and (Me. We let (M~ denote 
Qle with the ± Lie-Poisson bracket, which is defined by 

/ [8F 8G]\ 
{F, Gh (P) = ± 't' 8,.,' 8,., /' (2.2) 

where [. 1 is the Lie algebra bracket on (M. The map from TeG to QJ!. given by 
sending lX, E T:G to TL;' lX, E (Me is a Poisson map (in fact a momentum map) 
which induces a Poisson diffeomorphism of the quotient space T*GIG with (M!.. 

Here L. is left translation by g, TL, is its tangent, and TL: is the dual of TL,. 
If, instead, lX, is sent to TR;' ex,. then we get a Poisson map from TeG to OS!.. 

The quotient space T*GIG is called the reduction of TeG by G. Thus, left 
translation to the identity identifies this reduced space with the Poisson manifold 
Ql!. For the rigid body, one takes G = SO(3) and uses left translation; the reduced 
space is 50(3)* = Rh and is identified with the space of angular momenta m 
in body representation. The Lie-Poisson bracket in this case is then given on func
tions of m by the triple product 

{F, G} (m) = -m· (VFxVG). (2.3) 

The Euler equations for a free rigid body then are equivalent to Hamilton's equa
tions in Poisson bracket form 

F= {F, H}, (2.4) 

where H is the rigid body Hamiltonian. (See also HOLMB &. MARsDEN [19831 
for an exposition of this theory and its application to the heavy top.) 

For a rigid body with attachments, we generalize the above sc:heme by replacing 
r*G by TeG x P where P is the phase space for the attachment. Since the body 
and attachment can be simultaneously rotated, we assume that G acts on P. 

Abstractly, we assume G is a Lie group acting by canonical (poisson) transfor
mations on a Poisson manifold P. Define +: T*G x P -+ (J * x P by 

4(lX,. x) = (TL: . ex,.,-1 • x) (2.5) 

where g-1 • x denotes the action of g-I on x E P. For our example, G = S0(3) 
and ItO. is a momentum variable which is given in coordinates OD T·S0(3) by the 
momentum variables p., Pe. p., conjugate to the Euler angles +. 8, 'II' The mapping 
+ in (2.S) transforms lX, to body representation and transforms xE P to ,-1 . x, 
which represents x relative to the body. 
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For f E QJ we Jet Ep denote its infinitesimal generator OD P, so fp is the vc.::tor 
field on P given by 

d 
Ep(x) = dt (exp (tE)' x)I,_o· 

For F, G: &* xP-+R, Jet {F, G}_ stand for the minus Lie-Poisson bracket 
given by (2.2) holding the P variable fixed and let {F, G}p stand for the Poisson 
bracket on P with the variable ,.. E &* held fixed. 

Endow QJ * x P with the following bracket: 

{F. G} = {F, G}_ + {F, G}p - d~' (!~ t + dxG • G:t (2.6) 

where dJ'means the differential of F with respect to xE P and the evaluation 
point (p, x) has been suppressed. 

2.1 ProposJdon. The bracket {2.6} makes QJ* x P inlo a Poisson manifold and 
~ : T*G X P -+ as * X P is a Poisson map, where the Poisson structure on T*G x P 
;s given by the sum 0/ the canonical bracket on T*G and the bracket on P. M oreOl'er, 
~ is G invariant and induces a Poisson diffeomorphism of (T*G x P)/G with OJ * x P. 

- -Proof. For F, G: &*xP-+R, Jet F= Fo ~ and G = Go~. Then we want 
to show that {F, G}roG + {F. G}p = {F, G} c 4J. This will show ~ is canonical. 
Since it is easy to check that 4J is G invariant and gives a diffeomorphism of 
(T*G x P)lG with & * x P, it follows that (2.6) represents the reduced bracket 
and so defines a Poisson structure. 

To prove our claim, write 4J = ~G X ~p. Since ~a does not depend on x and 
the group action is assumed canonical, {F. G}p = {F, G}p 0 4J. For the T*G 
bracket, Dote that since 4Ja is a Poisson map of T*G to QJ!. the terms involving 
4JG will be {F, G}_ c~. The terms involving 4JP(lXr x) = g-' . x are given most 
easily by Doting that the bracket of a function X of g with a function L of ~, is 

r-'" SL 
d,K'-SIX, 

where 3LIBtx, means the fiber derivative of L regarded as a vector at g. This is 
paired with the covector d,K. Letting 'P j,g) = g-I • x, we find by use of the chain 
rule that missing terms in the bracket are 

SG SF 
d J:'. T'P • - - d G • T'P • - . 
r :x 3", :x :x 3/t 

However, T'Px' ~~ = - (:~ to 'P z> so the preceding expression reduces to 

the last two terms jn equation (2.6). 0 

Before applying this to our example, jt will be convenient to develop the theory 
a little further. Suppose that the action of G on P has an If d* cquivariant momentum 
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map J: P- <U-. Consider the map ~: CU-xP- QS*xP given by 

~Va, x) = Va + J(x), x). (2.7) . 

Let the bracket {. }o on QS * x P be defined by 

{Ft G}o = {F, G}_ + {Ft G}p, (2.8) 

Thus {, }o is (2.6) with the coupling or interaction terms dropped. We claim that 
the map ~ eliminates the coupling: . 

2.2. Proposldon. ~: (<U* x P, {, }) - (OS- x P, {, }o) ;s a Poisson diffeomorphism. 

Proof. For F, G: OS- x P _ R t let i = F 0 ~ and (; = G o~, Then letting 
" = '" + J(x), and dropping evaluation points, we conclude that 

and 

Substituting into the bracket (2.6), we get 

(2.9) 

However, {d.J. <~~ ,dx-l)t means the pairing of d.J with the Hamiltonian 

vector field associated with the one form (~~ • dx-l). which is (~~)p' by defi· 

nition of the momentum map. Thus the corresponding four terms in (2.9) cancel. 
Let us consider the remaining terms. First of all, we consider 

(2.10) 

Since J is equivariant. it is a Poisson map to <ut. Thus, (2.10) becomes 

(Jt [~~. ~~]) . Similarly each of the terms - (::' dx-l' (~~)) and 

(~~ • dxI' (!:)) equals - (Jt [!:. ~]), so these three terms collapse to 

( [
3F 3G]\. . . / [BF 3G]\ 

- J, 311' 1; / which combmes With - \f' 3,,' a; / to produce 

/ [3F SG]\ - \'" 3 .. ' 3.. / = {F. G}_. Thus. (2.9) coUapses to (2.8). 0 
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Remark. This result is analogous to the isomorphism between the "Sternberg" 
and "Weinstein" representations of a reduced principal bundle. (Sec GUIU.EMIN . 

&, S'IER.NBERG [1984]. MONTGOMERY, MARSDEN &, RAnu [1984] and references 
therein.) 

Recall that a Casimir function is a function whose Poisson bracket with any 
other function is zero. From Proposition 2.2, we get 

2.3 Corollary. Suppose C(,,) is a Casimir function on QJ •• Then 

C(IA. x) = C(p. + J(x» 

is a Casimir function on Qj. X P for the bracket (2.6). 

We conclude this section with some consequences of Proposition 2.1. The first 
is a connection with semi-direct products. Namely. we notice that if,fl is another 
Lie algebra and G acts on ,fl. we can reduce T·Gx,fl· by G. 

2.4 CoroUary. Giving T·Gx,fl· the sum of the canonical and the "." Lie-Poisson 
structure on ,fl., the reduced space (T·Gx ,fI·)/G is eM· x,fl· with the b~acket 

{F, G} = {F. G}cs. + {F, G}~. - d.,F· (~~).o. + d,G· (::).0. (2.11) 

where (P. v) E Qj. X ,fl., which is the Lie-Poisson bracket for the semidirect product 
Qj 0,f1· 

This is compatible with, and reproduces some of the reduction results of 
MARSDEN &, others [1983]. and MARSDEN, RAnu &, WEINSTEIN [1984a, b] (see 
also HOLM, KUPERSHMIDT &, LEVERMORE [1983]). Of course such structures are 
important for examples like a rigid body with a fixed point in the presence of a 
gravitational field (see HOLMES It MARSDEN [1983]). 

Here is another result similar to Proposition 2.1 which reproduces the sym
plectic form on T·G written in body coordinates (ABRAHAM &, MARSDEN [1978, 
p. 3151). We phrase the result in terms of brackets. 

2.5 Corollary. The map of T·G to QJ. x G given by IX. t-+ (TL;or.r g) maps the 
canonical bracket to the following bracket on eM· xG: 

8G 8F 
{F. G} = {Ft G}_ + d.F· TL. 8/l - d.G . TL. 8IA (2.12) 

where pE as· and gE G. 

Proof. This is proved by the same method as in Proposjtion 2.1. For F: QJ. x G 
-+ R. let F(or..) = G(p, g) where p = TL:or. •• The canonical bracket of F and G 
wt11 give the (-) Lie-Poisson structure via the p dependence. The remaining terms 
are 
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8F - -
where 3p means the fiber derivative of F regarded as a wctor field and d.G. 

means the derivative holding I' fixed. Using the chain rule, one gets (2.12). 0 

We DOW combine this corollary with Proposition 2.1 to produce a Poisson 
structure on OJ· x OJ· x G. This structure may be relevant to the motion of two 
rigid bodies coupled with a ball and socket joint. (The exploration of this point is 
planned for another publication.) 

2.6 Corollary. The reduced space (T·GxT·G)/G is identifiable with ~. x OJ·x G. 
with the Poisson bracket 

3G 3F 
{F. G} (Ph 1'2. g) = {F. G};: + {F. G};, - d.F· TR,';- + d,G' TR, ·-8 

01'1 P.I 

3G 3F 
+dF·TL ·--dG·TL '- (2.13) , ,. 3P2 ' , Bpl 

where {F, G};: is the "-" Lie-Poisson bracket with respect to the first rlar/able 
Ph and similarly for {F, G};'. 

Proor. The isomorphism of {T·G x T·G)/G with QJ. x ~. x G is implemented 
by the map 

{ar {J,J 1-+ (TL:a,. TL *(J". ,-1 h). (2.14) 

We map this in two steps. First, map 

T·GxT·G ~ T·Gx~· xG 

by using Corollary 2.S. Now regard G as acting on ~. x G by left multiplication 
on tbe last factor alone. Then map T·Gx (QJ. x G) to QJ. X OJ. x G by Proposi
tion 2.1. Noting that at the point (Ph 1'2' g) 

(:;j •. XG = (0, TR,' :;j 
we get (2.13). 0 

This bracket (2.13) can also be verified by a direct calculation using the map 
{2.14}. 

Finally, we remark that the theory in this section can be applied to a variety 
of situations besides tbose in this paper. For example, ALVAREZ-SANCHEZ [1986) 
uses these ideas to obtain some of the results of KlusHNAPRASAD [1985]. 

3. A IUgld Body with • Flexible Attaduneut 

The influence of flexible attachments OD the dynamics of an otherwise rigid 
spacecraft structure is of great interest to aerospace engineers. Such floxible 
attachments are common (e.g., solar pancls, antennae, instrument booms, etc.) 
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and pose problems in control and stabilization of the spacecraft. Here we take 
up a model problem of this type where the flexible attachment is a very simple· 
linear clastic shear beam. A more ralistic example involving a nonlinear beam 
model for the attachment will be the subject of a subsequent paper. We 
plan also to include questions about passive damping and related asymptotic 
stability. 

In Figure 1 we show a rigid body with a flexible attachment in a reference 
configuration. In the reference configuration the axis of the attachment is along 
the axis two of a frame attached to the rigid body. We then view a typical confi
guration of the attachment as being given by a smooth map, 

0: [0, L]_R3. (3.1) 

Here 0(1) is the Lagrangian (or material) position vector and L is the length of 
the beam in its unstressed (natural) state. 

3 

2 

Fig. 1 

Similary, .6(s) is a Lagrangian momentum density given by ~II (material mass 
per unit length) x (material velocity). 

If we denote by Q the space of all maps 0 then the phase space for the attach
ment is P = T*Q, identified with the space of pairs (0, JI). 

The whole assemblage is moving freely in space, in the absence of external 
forces or torques. The center of mass of the system is inertially fixed at the origin. 
y.le now make the foOowing (small deflection) assumption to simplify our analysis: 
The deflections of the attachment away from the nominal. suitably scaled by the 
mass of the attachment are sufficiently small that the center of mass of the rigid 
body has negligible motion. 

Under the smaO deflection assumption, the configuration space of the rigid 
body is S0(3). Furthermore, SO(3) acts on (the left on) thc configuration space P 
by transporting (or swinging) the attachmcnt around. It follows that the action 
of SO(3) on P is a Poisson action, where P = T*Q carries its natural (non
degenerate) Poisson structure. We are now in a position to apply Proposition 2.1 
and write down the bracket (2.6) on the reduced phase space so(3)* xP. 
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To make things more explicit. we introduce the relative position r(s) and relative 
momentum density M(!) for the attachment 

r(s) = A-I o(s) 

M(s) = A-I .,.4(((s). 
(3.2) 

Here A denotes the clement of SO(3) identifying the rigid body configuration. 
Further, let m denote the body angular momentum of the rigid body. In terms of 
these variables, the reduced bracket (2.6) takes the form 

JL (3F 3G 3F 3G) 
{F,G} = -m·(VmFxVG..J+ 3, '3M- 3M'rr ds 

o 

JL [8G. 8G ] + rr(VmFxt) + 3M' (VmFxM) ds 
o 

(3.3) 

r
L 

[8F 3F ] -. a,'(VmGxr) + SM' (VmGxM) tis. 
o 

Here F and G are functions on the reduced (phase) space 50(3)* x P which con
sists of the variables em, t. M). 

Next, we shall apply Proposition 2.2 and its Corollary 2.3 to this situation. 
The action of SO(3) on P has a momentum map given by the relative angular 
momentum of the attachment: 

L 

J:P-so(3)* where J(r,M) = J r(s)xM(s)tis. (3.4) 
o 

This can be checked by Doting that the action of G OD P is a cotangent lift (see 
ABRAHAM & MARSDEN [1978. p.283]). Now, for any 4»: R - R. tbe function 

C. : so(3)!. _ R where C.{m) = 4(11 m 112) (3.5) 

is a Casimir function with respect to the (minus) Lie-Poisson bracket on so(3)!.. 
From (3.4) and Corollary 2.3, we then conclude that 

C.: so(3)!. xP-R. 

C.(m, r, M) = '(lIm + / rXMds ll2) 

(3.6) 

is a Casimir function for the Poisson bracket (3.3). A direct cbeck of this requires 
the application of vector triple product identities and is left to the reader. (Of 
course it was doing this example by band that prompted us to prove Proposi
tion 2.2 and its coronary abstractly.) 

We choose the Hamiltonian to be 
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where A is a positive definite symmetric matrix. Our choice of H models the 
attachment as a "linear extensible shear beam ... • Also, for the sake of simplicity, . 
we have dropped from H a term corresponding to the kinetic energy of the attach
ment arising from its "swinging" along with the spinning rigid body. The coeffi
cients h, 12 , 13 represent the principal moments of inertia of the rigid body. The 
mass per unit length of the attachment is assumed to be a constant go. We also 
impose the boundary conditions: 

(point of attachment) r(s) = oj at s= 0, 

(stress free end) ,'(s) = J at s = L. 
(3.8) 

Next, let us derive the equations of motion using the bracket (3.3) and Hamil
tonian (3.7). The equations are determined by the requirement that 

F= {F, H}. (3.9) 

for all functionals F(m, " M). To unravel (3.9) to get explicit equations for m, r, 
M, we take the fonowing steps. 

Suppose F = F(m) is a function of m alone. Then 

F= V".F· m. (3.10) 

On the other hand. from (3.9) and formula (3.3) for the bracket, 

, L8H L 8H 
F=-m·(V".FxVmH)+ J 8, . (VmFx,)ds + J 8M'(VmFx M)ds. 

o 0 

(3.11) 

Comparing (3.10) and (3.U)and using the vectoridentity if· (Bx C) = B' (CXA), 
we get 

L 8H L 8H 
ria = mxV",H + I rx rrds + / Mx 3M ds . (3.12) 

Similarly. by considering functions F = F(r) of' alone and noting tbat i = 
LaF J 8,' ids. we get 

o 

. 8H V 
r=8M+ rx mHo (3.13) 

A similar calculation with F dependent on M alone yields 

. 8H 
M = -r,- V",HxM. (3.14) 

• Some prefer to call this a "string" model, This model deliberately does not in
dude second derivatives of , in the energy expression (i.e. fourth derivative in the equa
tion), since the present model is more appropriate for aeaeralizations to Kirchoft'-Lcwe 
type rod models to be considered in another publication. See MAGRAB (1979). Clap
ters 4. S. ANTMAN [1974], ANrMAN It KENNY [1981], ad SIMO [1985] and refercoces 
therein for morc iDformatioD. 
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The functional derivatives in (3.12)-(3.14) can be computed using the definition 
of functional derivative: 

In the present context, we compute 

V mH = J-I m where J = diag (110 12• 13), (3.15) 

and 

3H M 
8M = {!o • 

(3.) 6) 

(3.17) 

Substituting these into (3.12)-(3.14) and, noting that MxM = 0, we get the 
equations of motion of our system: 

Notice that 

• L 82r 
m = mxJ-I m - J f'XA-a 2 ds, 

o S 

. M 
r =-+ rxJ-I m, 

{!o 

. 82, 

M = A as2 + M x J-I m. 

rxA-=~ rxA- --xA-82
, a ( a,) or ar 

as2 os as 8s &$ 

and so, using the boundary conditions, 

J ~ (rx ~)dS = rx ~: I: = r(L)xj - ajx (~:).-o· 

(3.18) 

Hence the system of equations of motion (3.18) simplifies to take the final form: 

. . ar ar ar 
( ) 

L 

m=mxJ-lm+DJxA as .r_o-r(L)X j + f osXAas ds , 
o 

. M 
r =-+ rxJ-1 m, eo 

. e2r 
M = A &S2 + M X J-I m. 

(3.IS,) 
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The system (3.18') has smooth solutions globally defined for all t ~ O. This 
can be proved using routine methods of nonlinear analysis and the a priori esti- . 
mate provided by conservation of energy (see for example, HOLMES & MARsoEN 

[19781 or MARSDEN & HUGHES [1983) for similar examples). We just state the 
result and make a few comments. 

3.1 Proposition. The initial boundlJry volue problem (3.18'), (3.8) tUimits globally 
definedun;quesolutionsfor initial dlJtam inR3, r in H I ([0, L], R3),M in HO([O. L),R3) 
lind satisfying (3.8). for all t ~ o. If r and M are coo at t = 0, lind ItItis/y the 
necessary compatibility conditions, they are Coo for all time jointly in s and t. 

Remarks. Qne writes (3.18') in the fonn it = .tIIu + .(u) where u = (m. r, M) 
E R 3 X H' x HO = X and where .til is the linear operator 

ar I 
(
m) a}xA. f)s s~O - r(L)xJ 

.!II , = M' . . 
M dlo 

A 8"1.r/cs'l 

Since .!II is wave operator in the arguments r, M, it generates a one parameter 
group on X, with the domain of.!ll being R3 x H"1. X H' (with the boundary con
ditions imposed). The nonlinear terms _(x) define a Coo map of X to X, so by 
standard local existence theory, (3.18') generates a local Bow on X. Because of 
conservation of energy, solutions remain bounded in X and so are defined for 
all time. Finally. by theorems of regularity, the domain of any power of .!II, namely 
R3 X Hs+1 X HS, or R3 X Coo X Coo is invariant under the flow. (This last state
ment assumes the initial data satisfy the obvious necessary conditions for compa-

tibility with a solution, such as: from r = M + r X J-l m at s = 0 we get 
eo 

o = ~ I + a} x J-1 ml,.o)· 0 
(?O •• O,r-O 

Next we turn to the stationary, or equilibrium solutions of (3.18') (also called 
relall'veequi/ibriaofthe system before reduction - see ARNOLD [1978] and MARSDEN 
" WEINSTEIN [1974]). These equilibria are given by setting ria = 0. ; = 0 and 
M = 0 in (3.18'). We look for equilibria of the fonn 

m~ = Delli, ""(s) = r5,(s)J, Me(s) = MS(s) It. (3.19) 

where De> 0 is a constant angular velocity. We also assume that the matrix 
.A is diagonal in the body fixed frame i. J, t; i.e., that A. = diag (kJ(t k¥, kz). 
The equilibrium conditions from the second and third equation in (3.18') are 

(3.20) 
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and 

d2r; 
ky ds1 = - M;D •• (3.21) 

Substituting (3.20) into (3.21), we get 

~rl 
ky ds1 = -r2e~. (3.22) 

For the equation (3.22) with boundary conditions (3.8), there are two cases: 

(i) cos (V!: D,L) =F 0 

and 

(ii) cos (Vi: D,L) = 0 (i.e.l!¥.o.L = ";, n = 1,3, ... ). 
y 

If case (i) holds. then the solution of (3.22) satisfying the boundary conditions 
is given by 

r1{s) = ~ L) (a cos [w,{s - L)J + 1.. sin [w.sJ} cos w, w, 
(3.23) 

where w. = lI€.o. and 

MJ(s) = eoDA(s). (3.24) 

If case (ii) holds, then the boundary conditions are consistent only if 

";(s) = a cos w.s + P sin 0),$. (3.25) 

where P is a free parameter. We now have a specific equilibrium point whose sta
bility we wish to investigate. 

4. The Eaergy-Cuimlr MetbocI 

The "Energy-Casimir method" (see HOLM, MARSDEN, RATIt1 Ie. WElNSTEJN 

[1984, 1985D is based on a systematic development of an original idea of ARNOLD 
in the context of Lie-Poisson systems and their variants. The method provides 
an algorithm for determining sufficient conditions for the nonlinear stability 
of equilibria for systems whose underlying Hamiltonian structure has a rich col
lection of Casimir functions. In the present context, we shall use this method to 
investigate the stability of the equilibrium (m', tI, Jr) given by (3.19) and (3.23)
(3.25). 

We recall now the main steps of the Energy-casimir method. We present 
it in more generality than is actually needed for our example so the reader can better 
judge its range of applicability as well as its limitations. 
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The Stability Algorithm 

A. EquadODS of Motion IDd HamDtomlD. Choose a (Banach) space P 0/ 
fields u and write the equations 0/ motion in first order form as 

U = '(u) (4.]) 

lor a (nonlinear) operator' mapping a domain in P to P. Find a conserved/unction 
d 

HfoT (4.1); that is, a map H: P-+R such that dt H(u) = 0 lor an)' CI solution 

u 0/ (4.1). (Usually, H ;s the energy 0/ the system.) 

Remark A. Often P is a Poisson manifold, i.e., a manifold admitting a Poisson 
bracket operation {, ) on the space of real-valued functions on P which makes 
them into a Lie algebra and which is a derivation in each variable. The brackets 
are usually derived by reduction, as in Section 2. The equations (4.1) to which the 
method applies are often Hamiltonian for such a bracket structure: 

F= {F, H} (4.2) 

where H is the energy, F is any function of u E P, and.F is its time derivative 
through the dependence of u on t. Thus, in our case, this first step has already been 
completed. 

B. CoDStants of Motion. Find a family 0/ constants 0/ the motion lor (4.1). 
d 

Thai is, find a collection of/unctions C on P such that dt C(u) = 0 lor any CI 

solution u of (4.1). 

Remark B. Unless a SUfficiently large family of constants of motion is found, 
the ensuing step (C) may not be possible. A good way to find such functions is 
to use the Hamiltonian formalism in Remark A to find Fs suh that {F, H} = 0 
and to find Casimir functions for the Poisson structure; tbat is C's such that 
{C, G} = 0 for a/I G. In our case, a family of Casimirs is given by (3.6). 

c. First Variation. Relate an equilibrium solution u, of (4.1) i.e., '(u,) = 0 

(so that ! u, = 0) and a constant of the motion C by requiring that He: = H + C 

luis a critical point at u,. Note: C mayor may not be uniquely determined at this 
stage. Keep C as general as possible; any freedom may be useful in step (D). 

Remark C. If Remarks A and B are followed, then, in principle, such a C 
exists. at least locally, for most equilibria. Indeed. level sets of the C's define the 
"symplectic leaves" of the Poisson structure {. } and equilibrium solutions arc 
critical points of H restricted to such leaves. Thus. by the Lagrange multiplier 
theorem, H + C has a critical point at u~ for an appropriate Casimir function C. 
(Because of technical problems, one cannot guarantee that Casimir functions can 
be explicitly found in all cases.) We have yet to carry out step C for our example. 
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D. Co.vexity Estimates. Find quadratic forms Ql tmd Qa IfIch that 

(4.3) 

and 

(4.4) 

for all Liu in P. Require that 

(4.5) 

for all Liu in P, Liu =F O. 

Remark D. Formal Stability-Second Variation. As a prelude to checking 
(4.3). (4.4). and (4.5) it is often convenient to see whether the second variation 
D2Hdu,) . (LiU)2, is definite, or when feasible, whether D2Hdu,) restricted to the 
symplectic leaf through u, is definite. This is a prerequisite for step (0) to work, 
but it is not always sufficient (see also Remark 2 below). 

E. A Priori Estimates. If steps (A) to (D) have been carried out, then for any 
solution u of (4.1) we have the following estimate on Llu = u - u,.: 

Ql(Liu(t» + Q2(Liu(t» s: Hd.u(O» - Hd.u,). 

(This is proved below.) 

(4.6) 

F. NoDllaear Stability. Suppose steps (A) to (0) have been carried out. Then 
if we set 

(4.7) 

so 11"11 defines a norm on P, and if He is continuous in this norm at u,., and provided 
solutions to (4.1), exist then u, is nonlinearly stable, i.e. for every t > 0 there is a 
3> 0 IfIch that if lIu - u,1I < 8 at t = 0, then lIu - u,1I < t for all t. (This 
represents dynamic stability against finite perturbations using the full nonlinear 
equations.) Should solutions of(4.1) not be known to exist for all time, we still have 
"conditional stability:" i.e. stability as long as CI solutions exist. A IfIlficient condi
tionfor continuity of He is the existence of positive constants C1 and C2 such that 

H(u" + Llu) - H(u,.) - DB(u,,) • Llu s: C. lIL1ull z, (4.8) 

C(u,. + Llu) - C(U,.) - DC(u,,) • Llu s: C2 11L1ull. (4.9) 

In this case, one gets the stability estimate 

IlLiu(t)IIZ := QL(Liuft» + Qz(Liu(t» s: C&L(Liu(O» + CaQa(Liu(O» (4.10) 

~ (CI + C2) IlLiu(O)U2
• 

(These assertions are proved below.) 
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Proof of G priori estimate (4.6). Adding (4.8) and (4.9) gives 

Q.(Au) + Q2(Au) s; Hd..u. + Au) - Hd..u.) - DHd..u.) . Au 

= Hd..u. + Au) - Hd..u.) 

(4.11) . 

since DHC:<u,) = 0 by step (e). Because He is a constant of the motion, 
HeCu. + Au) - Hd.u,) equals its value at t = 0, which is (4.6). 0 

Proof of the AssertiOD ia Step (F). We prove nonlinear (Liapunov) stability of 
u, as follows. Given E> O. find a 3 such that lIu - u,lI < 8 implies 
IHeCu) - HeCu,)1 < E. Thus. if lIu(O) - u.1I < 8, then (4.6) gives 

lIu(t) - u,lI s: IHe(u(O» - HeCu,) I < E. (4.12) 

Thus, u(t) never leaves the e-ball about u, if it starts in the 8-ball, so u, is non
linearly stable. To see that (4.8) and (4.9) suffice for continuity of He at u., add 
them to give, as in the proof of (4.6), 

I HeCu, + Au) - HeCu,) I s: (el + el ) IlAull 2 (4.13) 

which implies that He is continuous at u,. 0 

Remarks. 1. In many examples, including ours, Ql and Q:1 are each positive 
(so Hand C are individually convex). Then (4.s) is automatic. However, as already 
noted by AllNoLD [1966b] (see also HOLM, MARSDEN &. RAnu [19851), there are 
some interesting examples where Ql is positive, Q:z is negative, and yet Ql "beats" 
Qz and (4.5) is valid. If Q:1 "beats" Ql so Ql + Q:1 is negative, then one can apply 
analogous procedures with H + e replaced by -(H + e). 

2. In some cases, it is sufficient to check formal stability, i.e.; definiteness 
of the second variation of He at u,. This is the case for aU finite dimensional 
examples and also often occurs when the fields are functions of a single spatial 
variable, such as in the KdV equation (BENJAMIN [19721 and BoNA [1975]). This 
remark is based on the use of Sobolev inequalities special to one dimension. 
In our example, we shall use a combination of convexity and Sobolevestimates. 
In other examples, such as two or three dimensional nonlinear elasticity it is 
known that definiteness of the second variation is not sufficient (see BALL &. MARS
DEN [1984]). 

3. In examples where solutions form shocks, the solutions leave the space P 
and the stability algorithm may apply only up to the first shock time. Shocks 
may form. for example, in flows of compressible fluids; see HOLM and others 
(1983), [1985), for discussions of conditional stability for such cases. This is 
Dot an issue in our example since, by Proposition 3.1, solutions are smooth and 
exist globally in time. 

4. More delicate analytic techniques than those employed in the examples 
here are sometimes needed to obtain or play the role of the convexity estimates. 
This oceurs in the stability of the circular vortex patch in two dimensional flows 
.of incompressible fluids that was proved by WAN & PULVlRENll! [1985]. 

S. As already noted, in systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom. 
formal stability implies nonlinear stability. This fact was used by AllNOLD [1966a] 
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to reproduce the well known results on stability of rigid body motion (see also 
HOLM, MARSDEN, RAnu &. WEINSTEIN [1984D. Sec MARSDEN &. WElNSI'EIN 
[1974) for the relations of the ideas on formal stability to the stability of relative 
equilibria and reduction. 

6. For Hamiltonian systems with additional symmetries, there will be addi
tional constants of the motion besides Casimir functions. These arc usually 
incorporated into the expression for C in step B. This is needed in fluid examples 
with a translational symmetry, for example, and in the stability analysis of a 
heavy top. (See HOLM, MARSDEN, RAnu &. WEINSTEIN [1984].) 

7. For two dimensional flows of incompressible fluids. the appropriate Casi
mir function is the generalized enstrophy. This suggests, as is mentioned in 
BREmERTON &. HAtDVOGEL [1976) and LEITH [1980]. that the Casimir functions 
may playa role in the "selective decay hypotheses" when dissipation is added. 
As has been noted by MORRISON (1985). Casimirs can be identified with the entropy 
functions for many systems. A similar situation occurs in spacecraft dynamics with 
internal rotors, and damping, as is discussed in KRlsHNAPRASAD [1985); we plan 
to deal with this aspect in another publication. 

5, Stability of Equilibria for Rigid Body Motion 
with • Flexible Attachment 

We now apply the Energy-Casimir method to determine the stability of the 
equilibrium solution of (3.18') given by (3.19), (3.23) and (3.24). We have already 
completed steps A and B and so nOw tum to step C. 

Taking C. to be of the form 

C.=i~(lIm + JL rXMds1l2) 

L 

and letting ~ = Oil + J 11M; ds, we find that the first variation conditions 
o 

in step C, namely 3(H + C.)I(na' ,rf' ,Af') = 0, reduce to 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

and 

'I 1 Mj 
r£~\(J() +-= o. eo (5.3) 

As long as 4> satisfies (5.1) the conditions (S.2) and (5.3) automatically follow from 
(3.20) and (3.21). Thus we have determined the value of 4>' at one point, i.e., 

~~~=-~. ~~ 

This is the only requirement on 4> for step C to bold. 
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For step D, we begin by writing down an explicit formula for the second varia
tion at (mr, rr, Mr). In fact, 

S.V. := D2(H + C.)(mr,rr,Ml") • (8m, 8r, 8M)2 

3 ~ 2 LIII!>M2 L d d I~ 112 ,.. ~ Omt foil d J II> ~ d I op ~~ r = ~-+ - s+ <-or,if-or> s-'::"";''''''::''''''''': 
I-I II 0 eo 0 tis tis ~ 

L 

- We J (8r X 8M)1 ds + 2c1>"(~2) ~2(3f')f 
o 

L L 

where 8p = 8m + J 3rxMr tis + f ~x3M tis. 
o 0 

We can impose the condition 

without violating (5.4), and so 

2c1>"(~2) ~2 = Dr, 
~ 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
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where 

(5.9) 

Recall that 

L 

~ = D~/I + f 11M; tis. 
o 

If we require that 

L 

~ - I1DII = (II - I,,) De + I eoDe(l1)l tis > 0 

L 

(which holds if J I > 11, where "I = II + I eo(r1)2 tis) and 

L 

~ -IJD. = (II -/J)De + f eoD.(11)2ds>0 (5.10) 
o 

(which bolds if J I > 13) then use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that 
the terms in the first two block parentheses in (5.8) become bounded below by 
perfect squares. The following Poincare-type inequality holds, (see also HOLM, 

MARSDEN &. RAnu [1985]): 

L()2 L J : ds~CJfZds 
o 0 

(5.11) 

where C = n2/4L2 is the lowest eigenvalue of _d2/tis2 on [0, L) with the homo
geneous boundary conditions f(O) = 0, /,(L) = 0 appropriate for 8,. (This readily 
follows by expanding/in eigenfunctions of _d2/tis2). Using (5. 1 1) and the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality twice, we get 

s.y. ~ {3;'~ + [square} + [square]} + 

JL [3M: (:0 -)'1) + 8Mi (:0) + aMI (:0) + 8t1(k.,C - )'2) + 3t1· k¥C 

+ 8r~ . kzC - W,8r2BM) + 2.Q,8rJ8M2] ds, (5.12) 

where 

(/
L 2 ) D~ 

". = (r'J tis ~ _ Dr/
J 

' 
(5.13) 

It follows that S.Y. > 0 if the integrand in (S.12) is positive. 
From Sylvester's theorem, the following conditions ensure that the integrand 
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in (S.12) will be positive: 

1 
->"1 tlo 

kJtC >"2 

ky C>!)2 
tlo e' 

kzC !)2 -> e' 
tlo 

(5.14) 

These inequalities together with the inequalities (5.10) ensure that S.V. is positive 
and hence that the considered equilibrium em', ", Mt) is formally stable. 

We are now ready to formulate our stability criterion: 

5.1 1beorem. The dynamics (3.18') of the rigid body with elastic attachment 
governed by the Hamiltonian H of equation (3.7) has a (relative) equilibrium at 

m' = Dlli 

" = '1(s) j = (1 L) {a cos [w.(s - L)] +..!.- sin [wc-']} 
cos W. W t 

M' = eoDtr;k. 
L 

Furthermore, in terms of "1 = 11 + J eo(rf)2 tis, the effective moment of inertia, 
o 

the following inequalities are sufficient conditions for the equilibrium (m", ". Mt) 
to be Q nonlinearly stable equilibrium in the R3 x HI XL2 norm on (m, r, M) 
space: 

(a) 

(b) (5.15) 

(c) 

where k = min (ky. kz). 

Note that (5. 15)(a) (b) are similar to the rigid body stability criteria h -13> O. 
11 - 12 > 0 and (c) states that the angular frequency of the body should not 
ex.ceed the characteristic transverse beam frequencies. 

Let us now complete the proof of the theorem. The conditions (5.1 S) together 
with our preceding calculations show formal stability. To establish the precise 
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estimates, in (4.3) let Ql be H itself (since H is quadratic). Let +" be bounded 

below by ~~ (see (5.6). Then 

C.(m, r, M) - C.(m', tI, M') - DC.(m', r', M') • (.dm, .dr,.dM) 

= ! [4<1" 12) - tKl".12) - +1(1",12) . 2", . (.dm + /L tI x.dM ds + /.d r x M' tIs)] 

=! [4<1,,12
) - tKl",12) - +1(1",1 2

). (1,,12 -1,,/) + !+'(lp.12)" •. f .drx.dM tIs] 

~ i ~; (1,,1 2 
- 1",12

)2 -! ~' ", . f .drx.dM tIs. (5.18) 

For LI" = " -", sufficiently small, this is 

Jl, 1 
~ ~3 (p, . Llp)2 - ~h 1', • f .drxLlM ds =: Q2(.dm, .dr, LIM). 

The argument given for the second variation shows that (4.S) holds. The norm 
determined by Ql + Q;z is equivalent to the standard norm on R3 x 'HI xV 
(by using arguments standard in elliptic theory, for example). Notice that small
ness in R 3 X H J xL:I implies LlI' is small, so our disposing of these terms in (S.18) 
is justified. Finally. (4.8) is obvious and (4.9) holds (for LIp. SUfficiently small) by 
the argument used to derive Ql' The arguments at the end of Section 4 complete 
the proof. 
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